NAME OF COUNCIL MEMBER

CONTESTED APPOINTMENTS

ALEXANDRIA COMMISSION ON PERSONS WITH DISABILITIES
(2-Year Term)
2 Citizen Members Who Have Disabilities

Charles Benagh*
(Identified A Disability)

Adam Osterman
(Identified A Disability)

Nancy Saunders
(Identified A Disability)

Ruth Soto*
(Identified A Disability)

* Incumbent

ENDORSED BY

6-12-07
CONTESTED APPOINTMENTS

ALEXANDRIA COMMISSION ON PERSONS WITH DISABILITIES
(2-Year Term)
2 Citizen Members Who Have Disabilities

6 Charles Benagh* (Identified A Disability)

Adam Osterman (Identified A Disability)

Nancy Saunders (Identified A Disability)

6 Ruth Soto* (Identified A Disability)

* Incumbent

123456
CONTESTED APPOINTMENTS

ALEXANDRIA COMMISSION ON PERSONS WITH DISABILITIES
(2-Year Term)
2 Citizen Members Who Have Disabilities

✓ Charles Benagh*
  (Identified A Disability)

Adam Osterman
  (Identified A Disability)

Nancy Saunders
  (Identified A Disability)

✓ Ruth Soto*
  (Identified A Disability)

* Incumbent
CONTESTED APPOINTMENTS

ALEXANDRIA COMMISSION ON PERSONS WITH DISABILITIES
(2-Year Term)
2 Citizen Members Who Have Disabilities

✓ Charles Benagh*
   (Identified A Disability)

___ Adam Osterman
   (Identified A Disability)

___ Nancy Saunders
   (Identified A Disability)

✓ Ruth Soto*
   (Identified A Disability)

* Incumbent
CONTESTED APPOINTMENTS

ALEXANDRIA COMMISSION ON PERSONS WITH DISABILITIES
(2-Year Term)
2 Citizen Members Who Have Disabilities

✓ Charles Benagh*
   (Identified A Disability)

___ Adam Osterman
   (Identified A Disability)

___ Nancy Saunders
   (Identified A Disability)

✓ Ruth Soto*
   (Identified A Disability)

* Incumbent
CONTESTED APPOINTMENTS

ALEXANDRIA COMMISSION ON PERSONS WITH DISABILITIES

(2-Year Term)
2 Citizen Members Who Have Disabilities

- Charles Benagh* (Identified A Disability)
- Adam Osterman (Identified A Disability)
- Nancy Saunders (Identified A Disability)
- Ruth Soto* (Identified A Disability)

* Incumbent
CONTESTED APPOINTMENTS

ALEXANDRIA COMMISSION ON PERSONS WITH
DISABILITIES
(2-Year Term)
2 Citizen Members Who Have Disabilities

✓ Charles Benagh*
  (Identified A Disability)

Adam Osterman
  (Identified A Disability)

Nancy Saunders
  (Identified A Disability)

✓ Ruth Soto*
  (Identified A Disability)

* Incumbent

ENDORSED BY

NAME OF COUNCIL MEMBER

EXHIBIT NO. 1

21
6-12-07
CONTESTED APPOINTMENTS

ALEXANDRIA COMMISSION ON PERSONS WITH DISABILITIES
(2-Year Term)
2 Citizen Members Who Have Disabilities

Charles Benagh*
(Identified A Disability)

Adam Osterman
(Identified A Disability)

Nancy Saunders
(Identified A Disability)

Ruth Soto*
(Identified A Disability)

* Incumbent